Committee Chair Survey

In order to allow committee chairs to take the committee chair survey, we have added a **banner message and survey link** to Senate recruitments that explains the purpose of the survey and provides a way to access said survey.

Recruitments

In our continuing quest to move the applicant manage page to the applicant review page, we have ported the ability to activate **manually added applicants to the review page**.

Feed the Birds

**All it takes is tuppence from you!**
- Feed the birds, tuppence a bag
- Tuppence, tuppence, tuppence a bag
- Feed the birds that's what she cries
- While overhead, her birds fill the skies

Previously, the News and Updates page of Recruit could only have plain, boring text. We have now implemented **markdown formatting in News and Updates** so that admins can create better looking, better formatted news articles and update announcements.

We have also added the ability to **send the application activation email to applicants during the manual adding process**. This means the analyst can now add and send activation emails in one step, making it easier to add multiple applicants manually.
Finally, we have **improved the user experience of the visit / seminar tool** on the applicant review page by simplifying the interface. We hope this will make the tool easier and more pleasant to use.

**Bugs ‘n Stuff**

- API "not found" errors for Recruitment are inconsistent with other types. We changed the “not found” errors to match those used in Waivers and Exemptions.
- Online contact setup shows "From" instead of "Reply to". We clarified that this is the “From” address.
- References who type blank letters are given a "Content_type" error. We made the error message more understandable.
- We removed an unnecessary name character length requirement on applicant references.
- Reviewers can now access uploaded advertisement documents